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Abstract
We investigate inflationary cosmology by solving the effective action of the M-theory,
which consists of the 11 dimensional supergravity and quartic terms of the Weyl tensor.
The metric is simply expressed by two scale factors, one for the spatial directions and
the other for the internal directions. Since the effective action of the M-theory is con-
structed perturbatively, we also solve the equations of motion perturbatively. We will
show that the classical solution of the 11 dimensional supergravity does not represent the
inflationary expansion, but if we include the quantum corrections, the behavior of the
solution around the very early time is modified and the inflationary scenario is realized.
The inflation naturally ends when the scalar curvature becomes small and quartic terms
of the Weyl tensor are negligible.
1 Introduction
Inflationary scenario in the very early Universe provides resolution to the problems of big
bang cosmology, such as flatness problem and horizon problem[1, 2, 3, 4]. Numerous models
have been proposed to describe the inflation, and many of them have introduced inflaton
fields which slowly roll down potentials to realize de-Sitter like vacua[5]-[9] (see also [10]-[14]
and references there). The origin of the inflaton field is not clear, but there are models in
which the inflaton potentials are inspired by D-branes in superstring theory[15]-[20] (see also
[21] and references there). Also there are a lot of models where the inflation is realized by
modifying the gravity theory[1, 22, 23, 24, 25].
Recently, it is possible to restrict models of the inflation by comparing cosmological
parameters with the observations of Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB). Especially
observational bounds for spectral index ns and tensor to scalar ratio r are measured as
ns = 0.968±0.006[26] and r < 0.07[27, 28]. Among other models of the inflation, the predic-
tions of the Starobinsky model[1], which contains curvature squared term in the action, are
good agreement with the observations. In fact, it predicts ns = 0.967 and r = 0.003 when
the number of e-folds is 60.
Since the curvature squared term in the Starobinsky model is considered as the quantum
effect of the gravity, it is natural to ask the origin of the quantum effect in more fundamen-
tal theory, such as superstring theory or M-theory. Actually heterotic superstring theory
contains Gauss-Bonnet term, and type II superstring theories or M-theory contain quartic
terms of the Riemann tensor[29]-[34]. As examples, a study of the inflationary solutions in
the heterotic superstring theory was done in ref. [35], and studies of the inflationary solutions
in the M-theory were executed in refs. [36, 37, 38, 39]. They assumed that the scale factor
for spatial directions and that for internal ones behave like eHt and eGt, respectively, and
solved equations of motion to obtain constant values of H and G. There are some solutions
which seem to be consistent with the inflationary scenario, but in general it is difficult to
obtain solutions after the inflation which are not expressed by the ansatz of eHt and eGt.
In this paper, we investigate the effective action of the M-theory which consists of the
11 dimensional supergravity and quartic terms of the Weyl tensor. The metric is simply
expressed by the scale factor a(t) for the spatial directions and the scale factor b(t) for the
internal directions. Since the effective action of the M-theory is constructed perturbatively,
we also solve the equations of motion perturbatively. We will show that the classical solution
of the 11 dimensional supergravity does not represent the inflationary expansion, but if we
include the quantum corrections, the behavior of the solution around the very early time
is modified and the inflationary scenario is realized. The inflation naturally ends when the
scalar curvature becomes small and quartic terms of the Weyl tensor are negligible.
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The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review the effective action of the
M-theory, and derive the equations of motion for two scale factors a(t) and b(t). The 10
dimensional space directions are divided into d spatial directions and (10− d) internal direc-
tions. Then we solve equations of motion perturbatively and obtain classical and quantum
solutions. In section 3, we examine the case of d = 3 in detail, and show that the inflation
occurs in the early stage. In section 4, we study d = 1, · · · , 9 in general, and confirm that
the inflationary scenario is universal except for the case of d = 1. Section 5 is devoted to
conclusions and discussions. Details of the calculations in section 2 are explicitly given in
the appendix A.
2 Inflationary Solution
2.1 Equations of Motion with Quantum Corrections
M-theory is a theory of membrane in 11 dimensional spacetime and its low energy limit is
approximated by 11 dimensional supergravity. There is a parameter of Planck length ℓp in the
M-theory, and its effective action is expanded with respect to ℓp. From the duality between
the M-theory and type IIA superstring theory, it is known that the leading correction to the
supergravity starts from R4 terms, which are products of four Riemann tensors. Actually,
the bosonic part of the M-theory effective action which is relevant to the geometry is given
by [33, 34]
S11 =
1
2κ211
∫
d11x e
{
R+ Γ
(
t8t8W
4 − 1
4!
ǫ11ǫ11W
4
)}
=
1
2κ211
∫
d11x e
{
R+ 24Γ
(
WabcdW
abcdWefghW
efgh − 64WabcdW aefgW bcdhWefgh
+ 2WabcdW
abefW cdghWefgh + 16WacbdW
aebfW cgdhWegfh (1)
− 16WabcdW aefgW bef hW cdgh − 16WabcdW aefgW bfehW cdgh
)}
,
where a, b, c, · · · = 0, 1, · · · , 10 are local Lorentz indices. Indices are lowered or raised by the
flat metric ηab or η
ab. t8 are the products of four Kronecker’s deltas with eight indices and ǫ11
is an antisymmetric tensor with eleven indices. Of course, there is a field redefinition ambi-
guity, so the coefficients of terms which include Ricci or scalar curvatures cannot be fixed. In
this paper, we simply deal with the effective action by employing Weyl tensor prescription.
It is confirmed that the W 4 terms are surely invariant under the local supersymmetry if we
add appropriate fermionic terms[40]-[46].
In the above effective action, there are two parameters, the gravitational constant κ11
and the expansion parameter Γ, which can be expressed as
2κ211 = (2π)
8ℓ9p, Γ =
π2ℓ6p
21132
. (2)
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The Planck length is written by ℓp = g
1/3
s ℓs in terms of string length ℓs and string coupling
constant gs. The numerical factor of Γ is determined by employing the result of the 1-loop
four-graviton amplitude in the type IIA superstring theory. Since the M-theory effective
action contains infinite series of higher order terms with respect to ℓp, the leading correction
(1) is reliable when Γ is small, or in other words, typical length scale of a system is large
compared to ℓp.
Below we consider the equations of motion for the effective action (1) up to the linear
order of Γ. By varying the effective action (1), equations of motion are obtained as[47]
Eab ≡ Rab − 1
2
ηabR+ Γ
{
− 1
2
ηabZ +RcdeaY
cde
b − 2D(cDd)Y cabd
}
= 0. (3)
Here Da is a covariant derivative for local Lorentz indices, and Xabcd, Yabcd and Z are defined
as follows.
Xabcd=96
(
WabcdWefghW
efgh−4WabceWdfghW efgh+4WabdeWcfghW efgh
−4WcdaeWbfghW efgh+4WcdbeWafghW efgh+2WabefWcdghW efgh+4WabefWceghWdfgh
+4Wcd
efWae
ghWbfgh+8WaecgWbfdhW
efgh−8WbecgWafdhW efgh−8WabegWcf ehWdfgh
−8WcdegWaf ehWbfgh−4W ef agWefchW gbhd+4W ef agWefdhW gbhc+4W ef bgWefchW gahd
−4W ef bgWefdhW gahc
)
, (4)
Yabcd=Xabcd − 1
9
(ηacXbd−ηbcXad−ηadXbc+ηbdXac) + 1
90
(ηacηbd−ηadηbc)X, (5)
Z=24
(
WabcdW
abcdWefghW
efgh−64WabcdW aefgW bcdhWefgh+2WabcdW abefW cdghWefgh (6)
+16WacbdW
aebfW cgdhWegfh−16WabcdW aefgW bef hW cdgh−16WabcdW aefgW bfehW cdgh
)
,
where Xab = X
c
acb and X = X
a
a. Note that Xabcd = −Xbacd = −Xabdc = Xcdab and Xab =
Xba. It is possible to show that WcdeaX
cde
b =WcdebX
cde
a and RcdeaY
cde
b = RcdebY
cde
a after
some calculations, and hence Eab = Eba.
Since we are interested in solutions which would inflate some of spatial directions, we
decompose 10 spatial directions into d spatial ones and (10−d) spatial ones. Then the ansatz
for the metric is written as
ds2 = −dt2 + a(t)2dx2i + b(t)2dy2m, (7)
where i = 1, · · · , d and m = d+1, · · · , 10. Without loss of generality, we choose d = 1, 2, 3, 4
or 5 in the rest of this paper. a(t) and b(t) are scale factors for d spatial directions and
(10 − d) spatial ones, respectively. In this paper we regard shrinking directions as toroidal
internal space, although it is interesting to compactify the internal space with nontrivial
manifolds. Substituting the ansatz (7) into the eq. (3), we obtain differential equations for
3
H(t) = a˙(t)/a(t) and G(t) = b˙(t)/b(t) as follows.
E00 =
d(d−1)
2
H2 +
(10−d)(9−d)
2
G2 + d(10−d)HG
+ Γ
[1
2
Z − 2dHY˙1 − 2(10−d)GY˙2 + 2d
{
H˙ − (d−2)H2 − (10−d)HG}Y1
+ 2(10−d){G˙− (8−d)G2 − dHG}Y2 − 2d(d−1)H2Y3 − 4d(10−d)HGY4
− 2(10−d)(9−d)G2Y5
]
,
Eii = −(d−1)H˙ − (10−d)G˙ − d(d−1)
2
H2 − (10−d)(11−d)
2
G2 − (d−1)(10−d)HG
+ Γ
[
− 1
2
Z − 2(H˙ +H2)Y1 + 2(d−1)H2Y3 + 2(10−d)HGY4 (8)
− 2
{ d
dt
+ (d−1)H + (10−d)G
}
{−Y˙1 − (d−1)H(Y1 + Y3)− (10−d)G(Y1 + Y4)}
]
,
Emm = −dH˙ − (9−d)G˙ − d(d+1)
2
H2 − (10−d)(9−d)
2
G2 − d(9−d)HG
+ Γ
[
− 1
2
Z − 2(G˙+G2)Y2 + 2dHGY4 + 2(9−d)G2Y5
− 2
{ d
dt
+ dH + (9−d)G
}
{−Y˙2 − dH(Y2 + Y4)− (9−d)G(Y2 + Y5)}
]
.
Here we defined Y1 = Y0i0i, Y2 = Y0m0m, Y3 = Yijij, Y4 = Yimim, Y5 = Ymnmn for i, j =
1, · · · , d and m,n = d+1, · · · , 10. Z is given by the eq. (6), and the dot represents the time
derivative. The details of the calculations can be found in the appendix A.
2.2 Classical Solution
In the following, we will construct the inflationary solution of the eq. (8) up to the linear
order of Γ. Since we solve the eq. (8) order by order, first let us consider the classical
equations of motion which are obtained by setting Γ = 0. Then the equations of motion (8)
are simplified as
G =
−d(10− d)± 3
√
d(10 − d)
(10− d)(9 − d) H, H˙ +
−d± 3
√
d(10 − d)
9− d H
2 = 0. (9)
From these equations, H and G are solved as
H(t) =
HI
−d±3
√
d(10−d)
9−d HI t+ 1
,
G(t) =
−d(10− d)± 3
√
d(10 − d)
(10− d)(9 − d)
HI
−d±3
√
d(10−d)
9−d HI t+ 1
. (10)
H(0) = HI is an integral constant. Then a(t) and b(t) are solved as[48, 49, 39]
a(t) = aI
(−d± 3√d(10 − d)
9− d HI t+ 1
) d±3√d(10−d)
10d
,
b(t) = bI
(−d± 3√d(10 − d)
9− d HI t+ 1
) 10−d∓3√d(10−d)
10(10−d)
. (11)
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where aI and bI are integral constants. We assume that the spacetime appears at t = 0 with
a(0) = aI and b(0) = bI. Since the value in the parentheses should be positive for 0 ≤ t, we
choose 0 ≤ HI for the upper sign and HI ≤ 0 for the lower sign. Thus, a(t) expands and b(t)
shrinks for the upper sign. On the other hand, a(t) shrinks and b(t) expands for the lower
sign. Note that, the solution becomes rather special in the case of the upper sign with d = 1,
i.e., a(t) = aI(HI t+ 1) and b(t) = bI.
Below we introduce the dimensionless parameter τ as
τ =
−d± 3
√
d(10 − d)
9− d HI t+ 1. (12)
The range of τ becomes 1 ≤ τ . By using τ , the classical solution is summarized as
H(τ) =
HI
τ
, G(τ) =
−d(10 − d)± 3
√
d(10 − d)
(10 − d)(9− d)
HI
τ
,
a(τ) = aI τ
d±3
√
d(10−d)
10d , b(τ) = bI τ
10−d∓3
√
d(10−d)
10(10−d) . (13)
As mentioned above a(τ) or b(τ) expands as τ increases, but it is different from the in-
flationary expansion. This is consistent with the no-go theorem which states that it is
impossible to describe accelerated expansion of Universe in the framework of supergravity
theory[50, 51, 52].
2.3 Quantum Solution
Now we solve the equations of motion (8) up to the linear order of Γ. In order to execute
this task, we expand H and G around the classical solution (13) as
H(τ) =
HI
τ
+ ΓH7I h(τ), G(τ) =
−d(10− d)± 3√d(10 − d)
(10− d)(9 − d)
HI
τ
+ ΓH7I g(τ). (14)
h(τ) and g(τ) are dimensionless functions with respect to τ . Then by substituting the eq. (14)
into the eq. (8) and comparing the linear terms with respect to Γ, we obtain equations for h(τ)
and g(τ). (We employed Mathematica since calculations are straightforward but tedious.)
g(τ) is expressed in terms of h(τ) as
g(τ) =
−d(10 − d)± 3√d(10− d)
(10 − d)(9− d) h(τ) +
5184
5(10 − d)4(9− d)7τ7
{
−12d(10−d)(659d8−64449d7+2054460d6−31189820d5+251678205d4
−1092597255d3+2448054900d2−2647363500d+590490000) (15)
±
√
d(10−d)(30181d9−1625421d8+34944195d7−375884005d6+2011588245d5
−3752608095d4−8785306575d3+46520278425d2−71493576750d+18600435000)},
5
and the differential equation for h(τ) is given by
0 =
dh(τ)
dτ
+
2
τ
h(τ) +
5ch
τ8
, (16)
ch ≡ −2592
25(10−d)3(9−d)6
{
92731d9−4614210d8+89812929d7−824993140d6+2943251745d5
+6230342070d4−81640349145d3+234351046800d2−294211642500d+72630270000
±
√
d(10−d)(−70213d8+4636560d7−120791847d6+1618078810d5−12012374835d4
+49358796660d3−106905156345d2+111881124450d−23678649000)}.
By integrating the above equation, h(τ) is easily solved. And by inserting h(τ) into the
eq. (15), g(τ) can be obtained. The result becomes
h(τ) =
c
τ2
+
ch
τ7
, g(τ) =
−d(10 − d)± 3
√
d(10− d)
(10 − d)(9− d)
c
τ2
+
cg
τ7
, (17)
cg ≡ −2592
25(10−d)4(9−d)6
{
d(10−d)(92731d8−3648072d7+50804481d6−251912470d5
−435418515d4+8147315340d3−25279230465d2+33786853650d−8089713000)
±
√
d(10−d)(70213d9−4683156d8+122597463d7−1642616950d6+12125749755d5
−49064670000d4+102693985785d3−99618834150d2+8070030000d+3542940000)}.
Note that the constant c appears in h(τ) and g(τ), but this corresponds to the moduli
parameter of the classical solution (13) up to the linear approximation, and it can be absorbed
by shifting HI. Therefore it is possible to set c = 0 without loss of generality. From the
dimensional analysis, it is expected that there are terms of ΓkH6k+1I /τ
6k+1 from higher
derivative corrections in general. Since we have poor knowledge about terms for 2 ≤ k, we
simply consider the region ΓH6I ≪ 1 and neglect those terms.
Finally a(τ) and b(τ) are given like
a(τ) = aI τ
d±3
√
d(10−d)
10d exp
[d± 3√d(10 − d)
60d
chΓH
6
I
(
1− 1
τ6
)]
,
b(τ) = bI τ
10−d∓3
√
d(10−d)
10(10−d) exp
[d± 3√d(10 − d)
60d
cgΓH
6
I
(
1− 1
τ6
)]
, (18)
where aI and bI are initial values of a(τ) and b(τ) at τ = 1. The exponential parts come
from quantum corrections, and they cause inflation or deflation during 1 ≤ τ < 2. Of course,
the above expressions are reliable up to O((ΓH6I )2). If we take into account ΓkH6k+1I /τ6k+1
terms in the eq. (14), we should add terms like ΓkH6kI (1 − 1/k6k) in the argument of the
exponentials in the above. These terms would also contribute to the inflation or deflation,
but as long as we consider the region ΓH6I ≪ 1, the leading behaviors of the inflation and
deflation are well controlled by the solution (18).
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3 Inflationary Solution in 4 Dimensional Spacetime
In this section, we consider 4 dimensional spacetime with 7 internal directions. Namely,
we examine the solutions obtained in the previous section by setting d = 3. Since we are
interested in the inflationary solution in 4 dimensional spacetime, we also choose the upper
sign in the equations in the previous section.
First, the classical solution (13) becomes like
H(τ) =
HI
τ
, G(τ) =
−7 +√21
14
HI
τ
,
a(τ) = aI τ
1+
√
21
10 , b(τ) = bI τ
− 3
√
21−7
70 . (19)
However, this does not represent inflationary expansion in 3 spatial directions. The scale
factor behaves like a(t) ∼ t 1+
√
21
10 for large t, so it represents rather a radiation dominant era.
The plots of a(τ)/aI and b(τ)/bI are given in fig. 1.
τ
a
aI
b
bI
Figure 1: Plots of a(τ)/aI and b(τ)/bI in the eq. (19). a(τ)/aI is not inflating exponentially.
Now we consider the quantum solutions (17) and (18). By setting d = 3 and choosing
the upper sign, H and G are written as
H(τ) =
HI
τ
+
chΓH
7
I
τ7
, ch =
13824(477087−97732√21)
8575
∼ 47111,
G(τ) =
−7 +√21
14
HI
τ
+
cgΓH
7
I
τ7
, cg = −41472(532196−110451
√
21)
60025
∼ −17996. (20)
And the scale factors a(τ) and b(τ) are obtained as
a(τ) = aI τ
1+
√
21
10 exp
[1 +√21
60
chΓH
6
I
(
1− 1
τ6
)]
,
b(τ) = bI τ
− 3
√
21−7
70 exp
[1 +√21
60
cgΓH
6
I
(
1− 1
τ6
)]
, (21)
where aI and bI are initial values of a(τ) and b(τ) at τ = 1. The exponential parts come
from quantum corrections, and they cause inflation for 3 spatial directions and deflation for
7
7 internal directions during 1 ≤ τ < 2. The above expressions are reliable up to O((ΓH6I )2),
but as long as we consider the region ΓH6I ≪ 1, the leading behaviors of the inflation or
deflation are well controlled by the solution (21).
From the eq. (21), the e-folding number Ne is defined by
Ne =
1 +
√
21
60
chΓH
6
I ∼ 4383ΓH6I , (22)
and if we setNe = 60, we obtain ΓH
6
I ∼ 0.014. Then 1+
√
21
60 cgΓH
6
I ∼ −23 for the deceleration.
The plots of log
(
a(τ)/aI
)
and log
(
b(τ)/bI
)
in the eq. (21) with ΓH6I ∼ 0.014 are shown in
fig. 2. The ratio of the scale factor a(t)/aI in 3 spatial directions increases rapidly during
1 ≤ τ < 2. Especially when τ is close to 1, the scale factor expands exponentially with respect
to τ . After the end of the inflation, the expansion rate in 3 spatial directions becomes smaller
and behaves like the classical solution a(τ)/aI ∼ τ
1+
√
21
10 . In other words, the inflation ends
naturally when the curvature radius becomes large and quantum corrections are negligible.
On the other hand, the ratio of the scale factor b(τ)/bI in 7 internal directions decreases
rapidly during 1 ≤ τ < 2. The deflation ends naturally when quantum corrections are
negligible and the ratio of the scale factor behaves like b(τ)/bI ∼ τ−
3
√
21−7
70 .
τ
log aaI
log bbI
2 3 4 510
-12
10
-2
10
8
10
18
10
28
Figure 2: Plots of log
(
a(τ)/aI
)
and log
(
b(τ)/bI
)
in the eq. (21) with ΓH6I ∼ 0.014. The
ratio of the scale factor a(τ)/aI in 3 spatial directions increases rapidly during 1 ≤ τ < 2.
Finally let us examine the slow roll parameter ǫ = −H˙/H2, which is one of the important
parameters for the inflationary cosmology. The inflation lasts during ǫ < 1. The explicit
form of the function is given by
ǫ =
−1 +√21
2
(
1 +
7chΓH
6
I
τ6
)(
1 +
chΓH
6
I
τ6
)−2
, (23)
if we neglect higher order terms of O((ΓH6I )2) in H(τ). The plot of the slow roll parameter
(23) is shown in fig. 3. From this we see that the inflation ends around τ = 2 because the
slow roll parameter ǫ becomes almost 1 there.
8
τǫ
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1
2
3
Figure 3: Slow roll parameter ǫ for ΓH6I = 0.014. Inflation ends around τ = 2 since ǫ
becomes almost 1 there.
4 Analyses of (d+ 1) Dimensional Spacetime
In the previous section, we obtained inflationary solution in 4 dimensional spacetime. Then
it is natural to ask whether it is true or not in other dimensions.
Below we focus on the case where d dimensional spatial directions are expanding and
(10 − d) internal directions are shrinking. The classical solutions are given by the eq. (13).
For d = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, the scale factor for the expansion is given by a(τ)/aI with the upper
sign. And for d = 6, 7, 8, 9, the scale factor for the expansion is expressed by b(τ)/bI with
the lower sign. The explicit forms of the expanding scale factors are written as
a(τ)
aI
=


τ (d = 1)
τ
7
10 (d = 2)
τ
1+
√
21
10 (d = 3)
τ
2+3
√
6
20 (d = 4)
τ
2
5 (d = 5)
,
b(τ)
bI
=


τ
1+
√
6
10 (d = 6)
τ
7+3
√
21
70 (d = 7)
τ
1
4 (d = 8)
τ
1
5 (d = 9)
. (24)
The plots of the above are shown in fig. 4. The scale factor is expanding for each case, but
it does not represent the inflationary expansion.
Now we consider the quantum solutions (17) and (18). For d = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, the scale
factor for the expansion is given by a(τ)/aI with the upper sign. And for d = 6, 7, 8, 9,
the scale factor for the expansion is expressed by b(τ)/bI with the lower sign. The explicit
9
τa
aI
or bbI
d = 1
d = 2
d = 3
...
d = 9
1 2 3 4 5
2
3
4
 
Figure 4: Plots of a(τ)/aI or b(τ)/bI in the eq. (24).
expressions for the scale factors are given by
a(τ)
aI
=


τ (d = 1)
τ
7
10 exp
{
88134777
420175 ΓH
6
I
(
1− 1
τ6
)}
(d = 2)
τ
1+
√
21
10 exp
{
1152(−315057+75871√21)
8575 ΓH
6
I
(
1− 1
τ6
)}
(d = 3)
τ
2+3
√
6
20 exp
{
7344(−430936+188879
√
6)
15625 ΓH
6
I
(
1− 1τ6
)}
(d = 4)
τ
2
5 exp
{
862812
25 ΓH
6
I
(
1− 1τ6
)}
(d = 5)
,
b(τ)
bI
=


τ
1+
√
6
10 exp
{
288(41176038+17797607
√
6)
78125 ΓH
6
I
(
1− 1
τ6
)}
(d = 6)
τ
7+3
√
21
70 exp
{
3456(357455+84349
√
21)
60025 ΓH
6
I
(
1− 1
τ6
)}
(d = 7)
τ
1
4 exp
{
1293111
200 ΓH
6
I
(
1− 1
τ6
)}
(d = 8)
τ
1
5 exp
{
458631
400 ΓH
6
I
(
1− 1
τ6
)}
(d = 9)
. (25)
Note that the definitions of τ depend on d. Also parameters HI can be chosen arbitrary for
each d. The e-folding numbers are defined by the coefficients of (1− 1
τ6
) in the exponentials,
and we will fix ΓH6I for d = 2, · · · , 9 by setting the e-folding numbers to be 60. That is, we
set
ΓH6I ∼ 0.29, 0.014, 0.0040, 0.0017, 0.00019, 0.0014, 0.0093, 0.052, (26)
for d = 2, · · · , 9. Since the above values are smaller than 1, we may neglect the higher
order corrections. The plots of log
(
a(τ)/aI
)
and log
(
b(τ)/bI
)
in the eq. (25) by using the
above values of ΓH6I are shown in fig. 5. The inflation does not occur for d = 1, and for
d = 2, · · · , 9 the inflation occurs during 1 ≤ τ < 2. Thus the inflationary scenario is universal
if we introduce the quantum corrections to the classical gravity.
10
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Figure 5: Plots of log
(
a(τ)/aI
)
and log
(
b(τ)/bI
)
in the eq. (25) with choosing ΓH6I as the
eq. (26). The inflation occurs except for d = 1.
5 Conclusion and Discussion
In this paper we have investigated inflationary cosmology in M-theory. In the low energy
limit, the M-theory is approximated by the 11 dimensional supergravity. If we take into ac-
count quantum corrections, however, the 11 dimensional supergravity is corrected by quartic
terms of the Weyl tensor at the leading order. We have divided 10 spatial directions into
d spatial ones and (10 − d) internal ones with different scale factors, and investigated the
effects of the quantum corrections to the cosmological evolution.
In the low energy limit, the solution represents that d spatial directions slowly expand
and (10−d) internal directions gradually shrink. This qualitative aspects can be understood
naively by the dimensional analysis. Namely the Hubble parameter behaves like W ∼ H2 ∼
τ−2, so the scale factor does like log a ∼ log τ . This does not match with the inflationary
cosmology, and it is consistent with the no-go theorem which states that it is difficult to realize
accelerated expansion of Universe in the low energy limit of the string theory[50, 51, 52].
If we correct the 11 dimensional supergravity by addingW 4 terms, the Hubble parameter
is modified like H2 ∼ τ−2(1 + Γτ−6)2, so the scale factor behaves like log a ∼ log τ + Γτ−6
up to the linear order of Γ. Then the quantum corrections give exponential expansion of
the scale factor when τ is close to 1. And the inflation naturally ends when the quantum
corrections are negligible compared to the classical supergravity part. This is also true for the
internal directions. The scale factor for the internal directions rapidly deflates around τ = 1,
and changes to shrink gradually when the quantum corrections are negligible compared to
the classical part. The explicit solutions of the scale factors are given by the eq. (18).
Especially for the case of d = 3, we showed the plots of a(τ) and b(τ) in the fig. 2 by
fixing ΓH6I ∼ 0.014, which is determined by setting the e-folding number Ne = 60. The
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deceleration of the internal directions are also fixed and the e-folding number is estimated
as −23. We plotted the slow roll parameter ǫ in the fig. 3, and confirmed that ǫ < 1 when
1 ≤ τ < 2. For the case of d = 2, · · · , 9, the qualitative feature of the scale factors are the
same as those for the case of d = 3. Thus we conclude that the inflation is universal if we
take into account the quantum corrections in the M-theory. Notice that d = 1 and d = 10
are rather special and do not receive quantum corrections, hence there are no inflationary
solutions.
As a future work, it is important to examine other cosmological parameters for the case
of d = 3. We will introduce the fluctuations around the background metric, and evaluate
the spectral index ns and the tensor to scalar ratio r to compare them with observations. It
is necessary to compare our results around τ ∼ 1 with those in the refs. [36, 37, 38, 39, 53].
If the results are compatible with each other, it is possible to seek the inflationary solutions
by using simpler metric ansatz of eHt and eGt. It is also interesting to apply the analyses of
this paper to the heterotic superstring theory with nontrivial internal space, which contains
R2 corrections[54], and reveal several problems in string cosmology[55].
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A The derivation of eq. (8)
In this appendix, we derive the eq. (8). First, it is straightforward to evaluate the Weyl tensor
by using the ansatz (7). We define W1 = W0i0i, W2 = W0m0m, W3 = Wijij, W4 = Yimim,
12
W5 = Ymnmn for i, j = 1, · · · , d and m,n = d+ 1, · · · , 10, and those are written as
W1 =
4(d−10)
45
H˙+
4(10−d)
45
G˙− (10−d)(9−d)
90
H2+
(10−d)(d−1)
90
G2+
(5−d)(10−d)
45
HG,
W2 =
4d
45
H˙− 4d
45
G˙+
d(9−d)
90
H2− d(d−1)
90
G2− d(5−d)
45
HG,
W3 =
d−10
45
H˙+
10−d
45
G˙+
(10−d)(9−d)
90
H2+
(10−d)(11−d)
90
G2− (10−d)
2
45
HG, (27)
W4 =
d−5
45
H˙+
5−d
45
G˙− d(9−d)
90
H2− (d−1)(10−d)
90
G2− d
2 − 10d+ 5
45
HG,
W5 =
d
45
H˙− d
45
G˙+
d(d+1)
90
H2+
d(d−1)
90
G2− d
2
45
HG.
Of course,W1 andW2 are exchanged each other if we exchange H with G and d with (10−d).
This is also true for W3 and W5.
Second, let us evaluate Z = t8t8W
4 − 14!ǫ11ǫ11W 4. Each term in the Z is calculated as
follows. Note that i, j are summed from 1 to d, and m,n are summed from d+ 1 to 10, and
a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h are summed from 0 to 10 below.
WabcdW
abcdWefghW
efgh
= 4WababW
ababWefefW
efef
= 4
(
2W 20i0i + 2W
2
0m0m +W
2
ijij + 2W
2
imim +W
2
mnmn
)2
= 16d2W 41 + 16(10−d)2W 42 + 4d2(d−1)2W 43 + 16d2(10−d)2W 44 + 4(10−d)2(9−d)2W 45
+ 32d(10−d)W 21W 22 + 16d2(d−1)W 21W 23 + 32d2(10−d)W 21W 24 + 16d(10−d)(9−d)W 21W 25
+ 16d(d−1)(10−d)W 22W 23 + 32d(10−d)2W 22W 24 + 16(10−d)2(9−d)W 22W 25 (28)
+ 16d2(d−1)(10−d)W 23W 24 + 8d(d−1)(10−d)(9−d)W 23 W 25 + 16d(10−d)2(9−d)W 24W 25 .
WabcdW
aefgW bcdhWefgh
=WababW
ababWaeaeW
aeae
=W 20i0iW
2
0e0e +W
2
0i0iW
2
ieie +W
2
0m0mW
2
0e0e +W
2
0m0mW
2
meme
+W 2ijijW
2
ieie +W
2
imimW
2
ieie +W
2
imimW
2
meme +W
2
mnmnW
2
meme
= d(d+1)W 41 + (10−d)(11−d)W 42 + d(d−1)2W 43 + 10d(10−d)W 44 + (10−d)(9−d)2W 45
+ 2d(10−d)W 21W 22 + 2d(d−1)W 21W 23 + 2d(10−d)W 21W 24 + 2d(10−d)W 22W 24 (29)
+ 2(10−d)(9−d)W 22W 25 + 2d(d−1)(10−d)W 23W 24 + 2d(10−d)(9−d)W 24W 25 .
WabcdW
abefW cdghWefgh
= 8WababWababW
ababW abab
= 16W 40i0i + 16W
4
0m0m + 8W
4
ijij + 16W
4
imim + 8W
4
mnmn
= 16dW 41 + 16(10−d)W 42 + 8d(d−1)W 43 + 16d(10−d)W 44 + 8(10−d)(9−d)W 45 . (30)
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WacbdW
aebfW cgdhWegfh
=WacacW
aeaeW cgcgWegeg +WacacWacacW
acacW acac
= 2W0i0iW0e0eWigigWegeg + 2W
4
0i0i + 2W0m0mW0e0eWmgmgWegeg + 2W
4
0m0m
+WijijWieieWjgjgWegeg +W
4
ijij + 2WimimWieieWmgmgWegeg + 2W
4
imim
+WmnmnWmemeWngngWegeg +W
4
mnmn
= 2d(d+1)W 41 + 2(10−d)(11−d)W 42 + d(d−1)(d2−3d+4)W 43
+ 2d(10−d)(1+10d−d2)W 44 + (10−d)(9−d)(d2−17d+74)W 45 + 4d(10−d)W 21W 22 (31)
+ 4d(d−1)2W 21W 23 + 4d2(10−d)W 21W 24 + 4d(10−d)2W 22W 24 + 4(10−d)(9−d)2W 22W 25
+ 4d(d−1)2(10−d)W 23W 24 + 4d(10−d)(9−d)2W 24W 25 + 8d(d−1)(10−d)W1W2W3W4
+ 8d(10−d)(9−d)W1W2W4W5 + 4d(d−1)(10−d)(9−d)W3W 24W5.
WabcdW
aefgW bef
hW cdgh +WabcdW
aefgW bfe
hW cdgh
= 4WababW
aeaeW be
b
eW
ab
ab − 2WababW ababWababW abab
=−8W 20i0iW0e0eWieie − 4W 40i0i − 8W 20m0mW0e0eWmeme − 4W 40m0m + 4W 2ijijWieieWjeje
− 2W 4ijij + 8W 2imimWieieWmeme − 4W 4imim + 4W 2mnmnWmemeWnene − 2W 4mnmn
=−4dW 41 − 4(10−d)W 42 + 2d(d−1)(2d−5)W 43 − 4d(10−d)W 44
+ 2(10−d)(9−d)(15−2d)W 45 − 8d(d−1)W 31W3 − 8(10−d)(9−d)W 32W5
+ 8d(d−1)(10−d)W3W 34 + 8d(10−d)(9−d)W 34W5 + 4d(d−1)W 21W 23 (32)
+ 4(10−d)(9−d)W 22W 25 + 4d(d−1)(10−d)W 23W 24 + 4d(10−d)(9−d)W 24W 25
− 8d(10−d)W 21W2W4 − 8d(10−d)W1W 22W4 + 8d(10−d)W1W2W 24 .
Combining the above results, Z which is defined by the eq. (6) is obtained as
Z = 24
{ − 16d(d−4)W 41 − 16(10−d)(6−d)W 42 + 4d(d−1)(5d2−45d+76)W 43
− 16d(10−d)(3d2−30d+32)W 44 + 4(10−d)(9−d)(5d2−55d+126)W 45
− 32d(10−d)W 21W 22 + 16d(d−1)(5d−16)W 21 W 23 + 32d(10−d)(3d−4)W 21W 24
+ 16d(10−d)(9−d)W 21W 25 + 16d(d−1)(10−d)W 22 W 23 − 32d(10−d)(3d−26)W 22 W 24
− 16(10−d)(9−d)(5d−34)W 22 W 25 + 16d(d−1)(10−d)(5d−16)W 23 W 24
+ 8d(d−1)(10−d)(9−d)W 23 W 25 − 16d(10−d)(9−d)(5d−34)W 24 W 25
+ 128d(d−1)(10−d)W1W2W3W4 + 128d(10−d)(9−d)W1W2W4W5 (33)
+ 64d(d−1)(10−d)(9−d)W3W 24W5 + 128d(d−1)W 31W3
+ 128(10−d)(9−d)W 32 W5 − 128d(d−1)(10−d)W3W 34 − 128d(10−d)(9−d)W 34 W5
+ 128d(10−d)W 21W2W4 + 128d(10−d)W1W 22W4 − 128d(10−d)W1W2W 24
}
.
Third, let us evaluate Xabcd which is defined by the eq. (4). Since the Weyl tensor Wabcd
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is nonzero only when (a, b) = (c, d) or (a, b) = (d, c), Xabcd is simplified as follows.
Xabcd = 192
{
WabcdWefefW
efef − 8Wabcd(WafafW afaf+WbfbfW bfbf )
+ 4Wabcd(3WababW
abab+WacacW
acac+WbcbcW
bcbc)
+ 4(WaeceWbfdf−WbeceWafdf )W efef − 8WabcdWaf afWbf bf (34)
− 4(W agag+W bgbg)(WagcgWgbgd−WagdgWgbgc)
}
.
In the above, we may also use the relations WabcdWacac = WabcdWbdbd or WabcdWabab =
WabcdWcdcd. From the eq. (34), we see that nonzero components of Xabcd are X0i0i, X0m0m,
Xijij, Ximim and Xmnmn. Then these are calculated as follows.
X0i0i = 192
{
W0i0iW
2
efef − 8W0i0i(W 20f0f+W 2ifif ) + 16W 30i0i + 4W0e0eWififWefef
+ 8W0i0iW0f0fWifif − 4(−W0g0g+Wigig)W0g0gWgigi
}
= 192
[
2(4−d)W 31 − 2(10−d)W1W 22 + 12(d−1)W 21W3 + (5d−16)(d−1)W1W 23
+ 2(3d−4)(10−d)W1W 24 + (10−d)(9−d)W1W 25 + 4(10−d)W 22W4 − 4(10−d)W2W 24
+ 8(10−d)W1W2W4 + 4(d−1)(10−d)W2W3W4 + 4(10−d)(9−d)W2W4W5
]
. (35)
X0m0m = 192
{
W0m0mW
2
efef − 8W0m0m(W 20f0f+W 2mfmf ) + 16W 30m0m + 4W0e0eWmfmfWefef
+ 8W0m0mW0f0fWmfmf − 4(−W0g0g+Wmgmg)W0g0gWgmgm
}
= 192
[
2(d−6)W 32 − 2dW 21W2 + 4dW 21W4 − 4dW1W 24 + d(d−1)W2W 23
+ 2d(26−3d)W2W 24 + 12(9−d)W 22W5 + (34 − 5d)(9−d)W2W 25
+ 8dW1W2W4 + 4d(d−1)W1W3W4 + 4d(9−d)W1W4W5
]
. (36)
Xijij = 192
{
WijijW
2
efef − 8Wijij(W 2ifif+W 2jfjf) + 16W 3ijij + 4WieieWjfjfWefef
− 8WijijWififWjfjf − 4(W igig+W jgjg)WigigWgjgj
}
= 192
[
8W 31 + (5d
2−45d+76)W 33 − 8(10−d)W 34 + 2(5d−16)W 21W3
+ 2(10−d)W 22W3 + 2(5d−16)(10−d)W3W 24 + (10−d)(9−d)W3W 25 (37)
+ 4(10−d)(9−d)W 24W5 + 8(10−d)W1W2W4
]
.
Ximim = 192
{
WimimW
2
efef − 8Wimim(W 2ifif+W 2mfmf ) + 16W 3imim + 4WieieWmfmfWefef
− 8WimimWififWmfmf − 4(W igig+Wmgmg)WigigWgmgm
}
= 192
[
2(−3d2+30d−32)W 34 + 4W 21W2 + 4W1W 22 + 2(3d−4)W 21W4
+ 2(26−3d)W 22W4 + (5d−16)(d−1)W 23W4 − 12(d−1)W3W 24 (38)
− 12(9−d)W 24W5 − (5d−34)(9−d)W4W 25 + 4(d−1)W1W2W3 − 8W1W2W4
+ 4(9−d)W1W2W5 + 4(d−1)(9−d)W3W4W5
]
.
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Xmnmn = 192
{
WmnmnW
2
efef − 8Wmnmn(W 2mfmf+W 2nfnf ) + 16W 3mnmn + 4WmemeWnfnfWefef
− 8WmnmnWmfmfWnfnf − 4(Wmgmg+W ngng)WmgmgWgngn
}
= 192
[
8W 32 − 8dW 34 + (5d2−55d+126)W 35 + 2dW 21W5 + 2(34−5d)W 22W5
+ 4d(d−1)W3W 24 + d(d−1)W 23W5 + 2d(34−5d)W 24W5 + 8dW1W2W4
]
. (39)
Xac = Xa
d
cd is simplified as
Xac = 2304
( −WadcdWdfdfW dfdf + 2WadcdWcdcdW cdcd −WadcdW afafW dfdf), (40)
and nonzero components are calculated as follows.
X00 = 2304
( −W0d0dW 2dfdf + 2W 30d0d +W0d0dW0f0fW dfdf)
= 2304
[
dW 31 + (10−d)W 32 + d(d−1)W 21W3 − d(d−1)W1W 23 − d(10−d)W1W 24 (41)
− d(10−d)W2W 24 − (10−d)(9−d)W2W 25 + (10−d)(9−d)W 22W5 + 2d(10−d)W1W2W4
]
,
Xii = 2304
( −WididW 2dfdf + 2WididW 2idid −WididWififWdfdf)
= 2304
[
(d−2)W 31 − (d−1)(2d−5)W 33 − (d−2)(10−d)W 34
+ (10−d)W1W 22 − 3(d−1)W 21W3 − (10−d)W 22W4 − 3(d−1)(10−d)W3W 24 (42)
− (10−d)(9−d)W 24W5 − (10−d)(9−d)W4W 25 − 2(10−d)W1W2W4
]
,
Xmm = 2304
( −WmdmdW 2dfdf + 2WmdmdW 2mdmd −WmdmdWmfmfWdfdf)
= 2304
[
(8−d)W 32 − d(8−d)W 34 − (15−2d)(9−d)W 35
+ dW 21W2 − dW 21W4 − 3(9−d)W 22W5 − d(d−1)W 23W4 − d(d−1)W3W 24 (43)
− 3d(9−d)W 24W5 − 2dW1W2W4
]
.
X = Xaa is evaluated as
X = 96
(
12W adefWadghW
efgh − 24WaedgW af dhW efgh
)
= 1152
(
4W ef efW
2
efef − 2WaeaeWafafWefef
)
= 2304
[− 4dW 31 − 4(10−d)W 32 + 2d(d−1)W 33 + 4d(10−d)W 34 + 2(10−d)(9−d)W 35
− 2W0i0iW0f0fWifif − 2W0m0mW0f0fWmfmf −WijijWififWjfjf
− 2WimimWififWmfmf −WmnmnWmfmfWnfnf
]
= 2304
[− 4dW 31 − 4(10−d)W 32 − d(d−1)(d−4)W 33 + 4d(10−d)W 34
− (10−d)(9−d)(6−d)W 35 − 3d(d−1)W 21W3 − 3(10−d)(9−d)W 22W5 (44)
− 3d(d−1)(10−d)W3W 24 − 3d(10−d)(9−d)W 24W5 − 6d(10−d)W1W2W4
]
.
Forth, let us evaluate Yabcd which is defined by the eq. (5). There are 5 kinds of nonzero
components, so we define them as Y1 = Y0i0i, Y2 = Y0m0m, Y3 = Yijij, Y4 = Yimim and
16
Y5 = Ymnmn. Then these are explicitly written as follows.
Y1 = X0i0i − 1
9
(−Xii +X00)− 1
90
X
=
64
5
[
2(40−11d)W 31 − 12(10−d)W 32 + 2(d−1)(d2−24d+50)W 33
− 4(7d−10)(10−d)W 34 + 2(10−d)(9−d)(6−d)W 35 − 10(10−d)W1W 22
− 2(7d−60)(d−1)W 21W3 + 5(19d−48)(d−1)W1W 23 + 10(11d−12)(10−d)W1W 24
+ 15(10−d)(9−d)W1W 25 + 40(10−d)W 22W4 + 20(d−3)(10−d)W2W 24 (45)
− 14(10−d)(9−d)W 22W5 + 20(10−d)(9−d)W2W 25 − 6(d−1)(10−d)2W3W 24
+ 2(3d−10)(10−d)(9−d)W 24 W5 − 20(10−d)(9−d)W4W 25
− 4(7d−20)(10−d)W1W2W4 + 60(d−1)(10−d)W2W3W4 + 60(10−d)(9−d)W2W4W5
]
.
Y2 = X0m0m − 1
9
(−Xmm +X00)− 1
90
X
=
64
5
[− 12dW 31 + 2(11d−70)W 32 + 2d(d−1)(d−4)W 33 − 4d(60−7d)W 34
+ 2(d2+4d−90)(9−d)W 35 − 10dW 21W2 − 14d(d−1)W 21W3 + 20d(d−1)W1W 23
+ 40dW 21W4 + 20d(7−d)W1W 24 + 15d(d−1)W2W 23 + 10d(98−11d)W2W 24
+ 2(7d−10)(9−d)W 22W5 + 5(142−19d)(9−d)W2W 25 − 20d(d−1)W 23W4 (46)
+ 2d(d−1)(20−3d)W3W 24 − 6d2(9−d)W 24W5 + 4d(7d−50)W1W2W4
+ 60d(d−1)W1W3W4 + 60d(9−d)W1W4W5
]
.
Y3 = Xijij − 1
9
(Xjj +Xii) +
1
90
X
=
64
5
[− 8(6d−25)W 31 − 8(10−d)W 32 − (d−4)(2d2−157d+335)W 33
+ 8(6d−25)(10−d)W 34 − 2(10−d)(9−d)(6−d)W 35 − 6(d2−46d+100)W 21W3
− 40(10−d)W1W 22 + 30(10−d)W 22W3 + 40(10−d)W 22W4 − 6(10−d)(9−d)W 22W5
− 6(d2−46d+100)(10−d)W3W 24 + 15(10−d)(9−d)W3W 25 + 40(10−d)(9−d)W4W 25
+ 2(50−3d)(10−d)(9−d)W 24 W5 + 4(50−3d)(10−d)W1W2W4
]
. (47)
Y4 = Ximim − 1
9
(Xmm +Xii) +
1
90
X
=
64
5
[− 4(7d−10)W 31 − 4(60−7d)W 32 − 2(d−1)(d2−24d+50)W 33
− 2(69d2−690d+680)W 34 − 2(d2+4d−90)(9−d)W 35 − 20(d−3)W 21W2 − 20(7−d)W1W 22
+ 6(d−1)(10−d)W 21W3 + 10(11d−12)W 21W4 + 10(98−11d)W 22W4 + 6d(9−d)W 22W5
+ 5(19d−48)(d−1)W 23W4 + 2(d−1)(3d2−50d+210)W3W 24 (48)
+ 2(3d2−10d+10)(9−d)W 24W5 − 5(19d−142)(9−d)W4W 25 + 60(d−1)W1W2W3
+ 4(3d2−30d+70)W1W2W4 + 60(9−d)W1W2W5 + 60(d−1)(9−d)W3W4W5
]
.
Y5 = Xmnmn − 1
9
(Xnn +Xmm) +
1
90
X
=
64
5
[− 8dW 31 − 8(35−6d)W 32 − 2d(d−1)(d−4)W 33 + 8d(35−6d)W 34
− (6− d)(2d2+117d−1035)W 35 − 40dW 21W2 − 6d(d−1)W 21W3 + 40dW 21W4 (49)
+ 30dW 21W5 − 6(d2+26d−260)W 22W5 + 40d(d−1)W 23W4 + 2d(d−1)(3d+20)W3W 24
+ 15d(d−1)W 23W5 − 6d(d2+26d−260)W 24W5 + 4d(3d+20)W1W2W4
]
.
Fifth, let us evaluate DcDdY
c
ab
d. Note that the nonzero components of the spin connec-
tion are ωi
i
0 = H and ωm
m
0 = G, and terms with spatial derivatives become zero. Then
DcDdY
c
ab
d is simplified as follows.
DcDdY
c
ab
d = ∂c(∂dY
c
ab
d + ωd
c
eY
e
ab
d − ωdeaY cebd − ωdebY caed + ωddeY cabe)
+ ωc
c
e(∂dY
e
ab
d + ωd
e
fY
f
ab
d − ωdf aY efbd − ωdf bY eaf d + ωddfY eabf )
− ωcea(∂dY cebd + ωdcfY f ebd − ωdf eY cfbd − ωdf bY cef d + ωddfY cebf )
− ωceb(∂dY caed + ωdcfY f aed − ωdf aY cfed − ωdf eY caf d + ωddfY caef )
= (∂0 + ωc
c
0)(∂0Y
0
ab
0 + ωd
0
dY
d
ab
d − ωddaY 0dbd − ωa0bY 0a0a + ωdd0Y 0ab0)
− ωb0a∂0Y b0b0 + ωb0aωdd0Y bdbd + ωb0aωb0bY b00b − ωb0aωdd0Y b0b0 (50)
− ωccb∂0Y cac0 + ωccbωddaY cdcd + ωccbωc0cY ca0c − ωccbωdd0Y cac0.
Note that ∂0 = ∂t. Nonzero components of DcDdY
c
ab
d are calculated as follows.
DcDdY
c
00
d = ωc
c
0∂0Yc0c0 + ωc
c
0ωd
d
0Ycdcd − (ωcc0)2Y0c0c + ωcc0ωdd0Yc0c0
= dHY˙1 + (10−d)GY˙2 + d(d−1)H2(Y1 + Y3)
+ (10−d)(9−d)G2(Y2 + Y5) + d(10−d)HG(Y1 + Y2 + 2Y4),
DcDdY
c
ii
d = (∂0 + ωc
c
0)(−∂0Y0i0i − ωd0dYidid + ωi0iY0i0i − ωdd0Y0i0i)
+ ωi
0
i∂0Yi0i0 + ωi
0
iωd
d
0Yidid − (ωi0i)2Y0i0i + ωi0iωdd0Yi0i0 (51)
=
{ d
dt
+ (d−1)H + (10−d)G
}
{−Y˙1 − (d−1)H(Y1 + Y3)− (10−d)G(Y1 + Y4)},
DcDdY
c
mm
d = (∂0 + ωc
c
0)(−∂0Y0m0m − ωd0dYmdmd + ωm0mY0m0m − ωdd0Y0m0m)
+ ωm
0
m∂0Ym0m0 + ωm
0
mωd
d
0Ymdmd − (ωm0m)2Y0m0m + ωm0mωdd0Ym0m0
=
{ d
dt
+ dH + (9−d)G
}
{−Y˙2 − dH(Y2 + Y4)− (9−d)G(Y2 + Y5)}.
Sixth, components of RcdeaY
cde
b = 2ReaeaY
eae
b are evaluated as follows.
Rcde0Y
cde
0 = −2Re0e0Ye0e0 = 2d(H˙ +H2)Y1 + 2(10−d)(G˙ +G2)Y2,
RcdeiY
cde
i = 2ReieiYeiei = −2(H˙ +H2)Y1 + 2(d−1)H2Y3 + 2(10−d)HGY4, (52)
RcdemY
cde
m = 2RememYemem = −2(G˙+G2)Y2 + 2dHGY4 + 2(9−d)G2Y5.
Finally, combining the eqs. (33), (51) and (52), we obtain Γ dependent part in the eq. (8).
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